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Dépütement de P¡otection de I'Envi¡onnement el des Insullatiols
Sewice d'Ehdes et de Recherches en Aérocontamin¡tion et en Confinement

IPSN/CEA, 9ll9l GIF SUR YVETTE CEDEX, France

SIJMMAR,Y

\ilben raw materials or chemicals are used in industrial or research installations sudt ¡¡
workshops or laboratories, there is a risk that these substances may be dispened rt the
worþlace and into the environ¡nent. Or¡e way of limiting this risk is to enploy the
principle of dynamic containment, whereby a part¡cular direction of air flow is impored
at inlers and outlets (openings of different geometry and size) in order to prevent the
back flow of the polluunt to areas where it may be breathed by ùe operators.

The air velocity normally used to prevent back flow of pollutant is 0.5 m/s. The Service
d'Etudes et de Recherches en Aérocontamination et en Conf¡ne¡nent (SERâC) has bqun
an e\raluation of the effect of a reduction in air inla velocity on ùe risk of polluunt
back difü¡sion. This should le¿d ûo energy savings through the use of ¡ minimr¡m ai¡
flow rate concomit¡nt with appropriate protection.

The paper gives the results obtained with openings of dlffe¡ent 8eometries ud shapes.

There is pa¡t¡culsr interest in circular rpcnures (æ in glove boxæ) rnd rcclt¡¡guler
openings (u in hoods). It is elso proposed ¡ ¡imulation of this phenomenon t¡sing â

c¿lculuion code of air flow in a ven¡ilated room (ùre lRlO code), so üet the rcsulB
may be compared with the erperimental drta.
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Département de protection de I'Environnement et des Installations
Service d'Etudes et de Recherches en Aérocontamination et en confinement

IPSN/CEA, 9ll9l GIF SUR WETTE CEDEX, France

I. II{TRODUCTION

The handling of toxic, 
.radioactive or dangerous substances in industry or researchlaboratories necessitates the use of techniquõ for protecting the workers involved. Therisks arise from thsse.substances being airborne partictó and from their transfer,essentially through turbulent difñ¡sion.

There are a number of ways of prote{t¡ng the operator
boxes, air curtains, etc) most retying upo-n 

"i, movemen
outside of the conta¡nment to täe inside, with an air
sufücient ûo prevent the pollutant inside the containment

The 
-principle of dynamic contain¡nent then raises the bæic question: what air velocityshould be used and according to which criteria, to gurr-to a, effective dynamic

conta¡nment ?

The Service d'Etudes et de Recherches en Aérocontaminat¡on et en Conf¡nement (SERAC)
has begun a pfoje.ct to eva¡uate Îäe parameten governing the risk of back difñ¡sion andto examine the effects of some of these G*rn"t y and 

-velocity 
at openings¡.

This paper is a progress report and is bæed upon experimental data i¡usrated bynumerical sirnulations using ùre TRIO computer code.

II. DYNAMIC CONTNNMENT AND BACK DIFTUSTON: GETTIERAL
CONSIDERATIONS

Generally speaking, the air velocity capable of maintaining effective dynamic contairiment
must take into account of the following pararneters:

- the nature of airborne contamination (gæ or aerosol), the particle size distribution i¡
case of aerosols a¡¡d the emission mode,
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-,the need tojelintinaterunwarúpd air mwerfients¡in'unontrol'ledrraid ruidom directions,

-,the tlrermodynamic,conditions of the Éurr,oundings (mainly tempesature)i'.'
:, 

'' i.

- the presence of obstacles near the opening (operator for example) and any mechanical

effeÆts (operator movements),

- the geometry and dimensions of the opening,'

- the maximum permissible concentfation at the workstation having regafd to the toxicity

of tlre pollutant being handled inside'the enclosure'

Jiii

with no single explicit criterion.

The 'back diffr¡sion" term, where a pollutant moves upstrEam from its source, mainly

involves three different physical phenomena.

. Phenomenon of difü¡sion

In a medium which is stationary or undergoing steady flow, variations in concentration

tend to be attenuated by the ãction of microscopic phenomena (Brownian motion) or

macroscopic phenomena (turbulent fluctr¡ations in the flow)'

These effects acl in all directions and thus tend to cause the pollutants to move upstream

from their source. They occur to varying degrees in all tlpes of flow'

Detachment effects ir i

.-11", I

\; l

Fig. l. Flow configurations æ an or¡fice

tr
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It can be,sesn,;theraction ofrthesc::yortices, allows ¿ :polluEnt.to move agairut'the'main
flow and thus defeat the dynamic oontai¡¡ment. Another phenomenon can also occur: flo$'
over a sharp €dge'gen€rates turbulence,. cåusing incréased turbulent: difü¡sion and greater
"back difü¡sion' in the meaning of the preceding phenomenon.

I ':, i'l-rj , l. : t ll :

. Wake effects

These efferls are related on the presence of.ran obstacle (for'example, tholropetator's
body) in front of a containment opening.

ri I i,, ,, , !;t¡ ,:

Depending on the flow velocity and the shape .and' size of,the obstacle, vortices can ,be
formed dovmstream of the obstacle and are able to c¿rry the pollutant outside tl¡e
containment.

! i't

,^r ' rt r, enqlog.uEF.,na

Vortices

I

ob s taèIe
; :"j t)

Fig. 2. 'Back difñ¡sion' in the wake of ari obstacle
f,:

III. EXPERIME¡$AL PROGRAIIÍME

! .ì¡ jt:; 
.. ; i

: "t !:t i i ¡ i.; "i .,:. IIId.: Operalional;r,çondilions. ì:, i, ,r'.'i,,1,

Ìí,i ';,. ..;j '. . ,,; :,..¡ :ti; t ., I j,.':

'i ., I,r!, :,, ,ì .,;:t,-j.,, i :' i.. ., . :l ì i I :ì,

To examine how the back diffi¡sion:iq.affected:'by tl¡e air veldcityi at rthe opening:and
by the nature of the opening iself, experiments wËe-perforf,¡d on three different test
rigs: .ì" .-: ^r-^ - : ''' " . -:-

., ,ì -.

- test rig l: glove box- panel fitted including different openings and a
ventilation system,

- test rig 2: laboratory with ventilation systçm, .. .r.. . .- tæt rig 3: 30..m3 ven 'yf* - entry" door and ijvgnlilation system.

:,..,
The operational'ô¡iñútions are surnm¡rized in table"h.'" --

. ; i( arl i;'l i-r, i (rr
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These configurations correspond to ¡ed,indústriâ systeins

Opening
Test rig Velocity

(m/s) i'Geometry lSize 
{m2) rl.'

I
circular

rectangular
or r: 0.1 -' ,0.1 to 0.5 )

2 rectangulu up to 0.8 0.1 to 0.5

3 rectangular up to 1.7 0.1 to 0.5

Table I

Simulation of a oollutant

A polluunt was simulated inside the enclosure using two tracer gases

- helium for which the concentration is measured by a ¡nass spectrometer,
- sulphur hexafluoride measured with an instrument using the principle of infra-

red photo-acoust¡c detection.

Thæe non-toxic tracers are representative of the aeraulic behaviour of all gæeous
polluuns and aerosols which particle diameter is under 3 ¡rm.

Back difñ¡sion measurement

Back difñ¡sion is quantified by a coeffrcient K defined by:

x=9
9s

C": mean 'concenEat¡on on the upstream surface of the enclosure

qs: Eacer gas flow rate emined inside the enclosure

i, v -ij,

iti,
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,rIU.?". R.psq[çnpþþined

Influence of the velocity at the ogenins

The resutts obtained are given and gnalysed in terms of: changes in the bäck difñ¡sion
coefFrcient K with respect to tlre back diffr¡sion coefltcient Ç..

Çr: back difñ¡sion c¡eff¡cient corresponding to the reference velocity at the opening
(v = 0.5 m/s).

Thus we are concerned with the followoing va¡iations:

= f(v) for a''givén type of opening
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The ratio K/IÇ, can be seen to increase æ the velocity at the opening decreases, which

seems a logical result.
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I¡fluence of the tJrye 
'ófsiipeiiTnÉ' , .r

'l :: l;")

. O,pening cross section:

ln,thi5 case, the results are given and analysed in terms of changes in tlre coefl¡cient
K äs a function of the area 'of the openinS-for;¿ given velocity. r:

The variations in K = f(area of opening) are given in the following figures.

K(s/m3 I
0.03

o.o2

o01

I f- .,;i 1l:r' i .. Ì

1'5'A t^zl ?l
o

o 0.5 1

ln'the case of an opening made in the door of the.ventilated e¡closure,.K.can be seen
to increase as 'the cross-se¡tion of the opening decreases; this some+vhat surpfising result
doei:noti:show up as clearly in the caie of'.openings on the hood.'

It must be pointed out that if the areas of the opening:are var¡able, the.configuration
of the opening made on lhe door of the room also changes. It can be shown thus:

't ^

'.|' '"i -..âir'flow inlet

Confrguration l:

Used above 0.8 m2

Configuration 2:

Used between 0.1 m2 and 0.E m2

5m/s

3m/s

2mîs
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To assist understanding and interpretation of this phenomeno¡,-.the.results of a numericd
simulation are given below.

'"1'ì'. Geometry of the opening:

The results obtained for the glove box, with an.,opening of'O.i''m'j show no signifiòant
difference between a circular opening and a rectangula¡ one.

IV. NI]MERICAL SIMTJLATION

In order to illustrate the phenomena involved in the back difü¡sion experiments for a

large opening (representated by the variable section door of the ventilated enclosure) and
to improve undersønding, a computer code simulation was performed using the 2-
dimensional version of the TRIO code [4].

Mgdelling: the TRIO code

The TRJO code is a 2-D or 3-D thermalhydraulic code developed by the Commissaiiat
à I'Energie Atomique (CEA).

It is a fairly versatile tool which can handle both steady and unsteady flows, with or
without turbulence, uld with or without heat or mass transfer. It can describe flows
around obstacles and, to some extent, flows in porous media. It is limited however to
quæi-incompresóible, single-phase fluids.

It is basd upon a faidy classical physical model: it includes equation¡. for ,mass and
momentum balance, a¡d¡difñ¡sion equat¡ons for heat and eoncentrat¡on. Flui{ density is
allowed to vary with temperature and/or coqcçntration (wittrin the,Boussinesq appro:ima-
tion) so that buoyancydriven flows can be treated. lVall laws are used for the flow near

external boundaries and obst¡cles.
.;. ll. l

For t¡rbulent flows, eddy viscosity, thermal end mass eddy difñrsion coefficienß are
introduced. They"*are expressed in terms of orbulent kinetic k and h¡rbulent -gnergy
dissipatio4 *::,. 

lî" 
extra balance equations are used for k and c, (k - e u$"t)

There are two versior¡s oi ,n" *O code, using the same model butì differeni nùti¡.¿
methods: otre uses f¡nite volumes, the other finite elements

The TRIO code wæ ofi$nally a tool for sh¡dies on the safety of faSt breeder reactors.

It has been tested and qualified on a variety of problems conne{ted with that field. Its
application to othe¡ 'cqes is much more recent; it is, for example, beìng used_ fo^1- the
c¿lculation of ûié åtnioÙpheric dispersion of pollutans. An effort hæ bën-uñdérut-éä to
qualify it for the design and evaluation of ventilation systems; a few results have been

Published so far [5]' jr. ;i,:. : ,.
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ApDlication of TRIO

The experimental results obtained on the ventilated enclosure show that back difñ¡sion
se€ms to depend on the size and geometry of the opening.

.,,i'';, l, *, t n,

Case I Case 2

In order to analyse the effect of tl¡e different parameters using TRIO, we study in plane
gGometry the air flow and the pollutant diffr¡sion.-near a"wall simulating configurations
I and 2, respecting the sizes of the openings, the position of the pollutant injections.

Simulation are made using
v = 0,2 m/s)

two air velocities (v m/s and

oS¡S

Case 2

ifha.following figuresi,show the maps of the horizontal ,velocity n@r:rthe openlng for an
air velocity of 0.5 m/s.

' 'i i.- .

iI' ii .. r i. .,

1, | í- a, .l
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Downsneam of the obstacle we can see a recirculating flow of air the path length of
which varies witb the inlet velocity a¡d the geometry of the obstacle.',.' '

The,greater'back'difü¡sion-:i¡l case 12 vould rto be oxplained mainly.by the positionr;of
the source. .' ¡ '

ln fact, the po¡lutant source is, in case l, in a zone of high velocity while in case 2
it is at the boundary of the recirculatory zone created by the botûom of the obstacle: thus
configuration 2 has all the conditions required for greater back diffi¡sion.
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on the average, we see a back diffr¡sion coeffrcie¡t 1.5 times higher in c¿se 2 than in
case l. The ratio found experimenally is higher (approximately 3).

CONCLUSION

The ct¡oice of velocity for maintaining dynamic containment and preventi¡g too much
back difñ¡sion at openings is an imporørt factor to proteÆt the environment.

o

CASE 1

íJ,\



The snrdy describd,illuslràtec the çfe4:ot gqrt4.þrparametefg o-q the back difñ¡sion of
a polluønt'iluide'a:ventilated encle l¡rq. It,ggnfirms. +p ,çtr*t'of rhe vetoõity ¡t ttre
openinþ but hæ'also demonstrated the part plal.S.. þy tl,prg-rqqnrtry.gf.,the opening and
the position of the polluønt emission source. .ì,\rj ,,¡ tr:: ." .. ;

Co¡uiderable work remains to be done in order ûo evaluate tt¡e effect of all the
parameters (whether the pollutant is a gas gr ur aerosol, the existence of'obstacles or
movement in front of the opening) and to be able reasonably to opt¡mize the velocity
at openings.
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